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By using ASTRA code [1] the heat-stressed sector is determined by most heat-stressed FA.
In calculations the power of reactor was selected so that stock factor prior to the water boiling on
the FA surface was not less than 1,45. Besides, in calculations the value of maximal energy
density in examined FA is decreased by 10 %. As the part of the energy generated in the FA
cores will be lost in constructional materials of the active zone and on the reflector. The stocks of
safety before occurrence of instability of flow in gaps between of FA and before crisis of heat
exchange are also analyzed. Further, by using the MCNP-4C code [2], densities of fast (E > 0,821
MeV) and thermal flows (E < 0,625 eV) of neutrons were calculated for those experimental
channels where the irradiation of samples would be carried out.
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At present energy supply resources problem is important. Nuclear reactors can, of course,
solve this problem, but at the same time there is another issue, concerning safety exploitation of
nuclear reactors. That is why, for the last seven years, such experiments as "Investigation of the
processes, conducting severe accidents with core melting" are being carried out at our IGR
(impulse graphite reactor) reactor. Leaving out other difficulties of such experiments, it is
necessary to notice, that such experiments require more accurate IGR core energy release
calculations. The final aim of the present research is verification and correction of the existing
method or creation of new method of IGR core energy release calculation. IGR reactor is unique
and there is no the same reactor in the world. Therefore, application of the other research reactor
methods here is quite useful. This work is based on evaluation of factors affecting core energy
release (physical weight of experimental device, different configuration of reactor core, i.e.
location of absorbers, initial temperature of core, etc), as well as interference of absorbers group.

As it is known, energy release is a value of integral reactor power. During experiments with
rays, Reactor power depends on currents of ion production chambers (IPC), located round the
core. It is worth to notice that each ion production chamber (IPC) in the same start-up has its own
ratio coefficient between IPC current and reactor present power. This task is complicated due to
"IPC current - reactor power" ratio coefficients, that change continuously, probably, because of
new loading of experimental facility and different position of control rods. That is why, in order
to try about reactor power, before every start-up, we have to re-determine the "IPC current -
reactor power" ratio coefficients for each ion production chamber (IPC). Therefore, the present
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work will investigate the behavior of ratio coefficient within the different situations, after all
empiric dependences between reactor physical parameters are checked, and based on which, ratio
coefficient is determined.
The main aspects of the work are:
1. Examination of empiric dependences between reactor physical parameters by means of

designed model.
po=f(Xr) - "initial reactivity step from working position of control rod",
There are three start rods at IGR reactor. The reactor starts-up when they are removed. There is a

linear dependence of insertion teactance on position of the start rod, when two other rods
remain at their initial position. At start-up, initial insertion reactance from displacement of
two or three start rods is defined by total reactivity for each rod position. That is why the
main objectives of this paragraph will be the examination of empirical dependence "reactivity
- working position of control rod" and creations of tables of insertion reactance from
disposition of two or three start rods. Also, rods group interference theory will be reviewed
To=f(p0) - " reactor runaway period from initial reactivity step",
Qmax=f(Po) - "maximum power in flash from initial reactivity step".

2. Definition of design energy release in executed start-ups with blank experimental channel.
In this paragraph, influence of different core configurations on "IPC current - reactor power"
ratio coefficient for each IPC will be studied. Design energy release value will be compared
with averaged value of energy release for each chamber. Therefore, power "averaging"
method for each chamber will be developed.

3. Definition of the design energy release in the executed start-ups with loaded experimental
channel.
In this paragraph, influence of physical weight of experimental device on "IPC current -
reactor power" ratio for the same core configuration, and, vice versa, influence of different
configuration for the same physical weight on "IPC current - reactor power" will be analyzed.

4. Thorough analysis of work executed.
In this paragraph, results of the above mentioned work will be analyzed, by comparing of
design energy release with experimental results.

5. Based on of paragraph 6, new method of IGR core energy release definition will be improved
or created.
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Intensive and insufficiently controlled human industrial activities, ignoring regional
geological and geochemical processes, resulted in considerable chemical pollution and
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